
Cyber Security Career Seminar

What You will learn:

Next presentation: 

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Cyber careers can offer flexibility,
lifestyle design with lucrative 
and competitive salaries

Presenter:

Ian R. Bailey
MSc CITP CISSP
CCISO CISA CISM 

Full Day Session

LAUNCH YOUR
NEW CYBER
CAREER
TODAY

Mon April 24, 2023

info@savidant.com www.savidant.com

Limited Availability

+44 07477 205454 

The key skills to acquire and  areas of initial focus
A flexible 100 day plan with recommended resources
Our unique four pillar cyber security oriented approach 
Focus on service,  technical controls and governance  
Relevant future technology discussion topics
Comprehensive  treatment of Cyber career paths 
Affordable Cyber and IT learning resources and options 



THERE IS A GLOBAL SHORTFALL OF 
 3.4 MILLION CYBER PROFESSIONALS  

What you will gain:

With over 3 million open cyber security
jobs available worldwide, there’s never
been a better time to embrace this
fascinating career. Cyber is NOT just a
world of code and cryptography, it’s an
environment  requiring capable people,
people who can think differently.

DISCOVER ALL
THE KEY SKILLS
NECESSARY

Flexible, creative and quality driven
individuals who will improve systems
and demonstrate an aptitude for the
variety of technical, governance and
communication aspects these roles
employ are what is demanded today.

But we know what you’re thinking.
“Surely, it takes a decade to acquire the
level of skills and knowledge
demanded.” Indeed, it could, but what if
we explained  how to  expedite your 
 personal development and compress
your professional timescales in ways
that allow you to launch and accelerate   
 a whole new vocation in cyber security?
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+44 07477 205454  

Our unique cyber security seminar provides you with a
realistic and cost-effective 100 day plan, presenting the
tools, transferable skills, pathways  and confidence to
command a better entry level salary. You’ll have what it
takes to invigorate your CV and impress as a potential
candidate at the start of your journey to become a cyber
security sensation for your next employers.  



Who is our seminar aimed at:

This is  a 10% "hit" on
total global GDP that
demands a worldwide
coordinated response
and skilled people with
the appropriate talent, 
 and abilities to make a
difference.  

By acquiring  valuable  cyber
skills and "know how", you will
be able to make a difference
economically, both personally
and professionally, while
appreciating the bigger
picture and landscape of any
organization you work with.
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FORECASTED $10 TRILLION LOSSES  
TO CYBERCRIME BY 2025 
That’s what cyber attacks  
 are forecasted to cost
organisations globally by
2025. Not millions, not
billions, but in excess of 10
trillion dollars! And experts
agree that the cyber-crime
headache is showing no sign
of slowing down.

ACCELERATE
YOUR CAREER
PROSPECTS
TODAY 

Our unique seminar is targeted at motivated self starters
with a hunger and capacity to grow and develop.  It is ideal
for career minded parents, graduates, school leavers and
anyone looking to simply change direction, reboot or
enhance their current situation. A career in cyber is a
fascinating journey that  opens up future opportunities. 



Cyber Security Career Seminar

At Savidant, our explicit aim is to offer
affordable  access to a lucrative and rewarding
career in Cyber Security. Whatever your
background, this could well be the opportunity
you’ve been waiting for . . .

Take advantage of our current offers.  
All discounts must be claimed within 

14 days of seminar start date. 

Early Bird 25% Discount:
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REGISTER EARLY 
TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT

Bring a Buddy 30% Discount:

Student 20% Discount:

For more information and to join our next season of seminars, please visit savidant.com

Premium Service

(includes 10 hours mentoring)


